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LONGITUDINAL OUTCOME OF YOUNG ADULTS WHO PARTICIPATED IN A PSYCHIATRIC VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM

Marsha Langer Ellison, Karen Sue Danley, Clifford Bromberg, & Victoria Palmer-Erbs

A longitudinal study presents the outcomes for participants in a psychiatric rehabilitation program for young adults. Five to nine years after the baseline and end of intervention, participants showed a maintenance of initial gains in vocational and educational status, self-esteem scores, and hospitalization rates. Additional data on work outcomes and quality of life are presented.

While the beneficial effects of psychiatric rehabilitation services on employment and other outcomes have been documented (Bond, Dincin, Setze, & Witherridge, 1984; Bond, Drake, Mueser, & Becker, 1997; Lehman, 1995; National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, 1992), there are few studies that have examined the long-range outcomes associated with these interventions. Such studies have been advocated (Bond & McDonel, 1991; Desisto, Harding, McCormick, Ashikaga, & Brooks, 1995; Harding, Brooks, Ashikaga, Strauss, & Breier, 1987; Rogers, Anthony, Toole, & Brown, 1991). This study contributes to the developing picture of the long-range outcomes of disability and rehabilitation by providing 5-year follow-up data for a group of young adults who participated in a vocationally oriented rehabilitation program conducted by the Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation. Longitudinal outcomes for work, education, hospitalization rates, and self-esteem are described below. Additional data on work and quality of life are presented.
**Previous Study**
Between 1985 and 1989, 50 young adults with psychiatric disabilities participated in a study investigating the effects of a career education program (CEP) based on the Choose-Get-Keep approach to Psychiatric Rehabilitation (Danley, Sciarappa, & MacDonald-Wilson, 1992). The results of this intervention were previously published (Unger, Anthony, Sciarappa, & Rogers, 1991). In the original study, a longitudinal, repeated-measures research design was used to evaluate the effect of participation in a career educational program on vocational and educational outcomes. All participants were required to be between ages 18 and 35; to possess average or higher intelligence, and to be able to attend and utilize a classroom-based program. In addition, each had experienced a severe disability due to mental illness that had resulted in impaired role functioning.

The intervention was a didactic application of the Psychiatric Vocational Rehabilitation approach (Anthony, Cohen, & Danley, 1988). This intervention combined small group instruction in career development accompanied with individualized, supportive psychiatric rehabilitation counseling sessions. The intervention was designed to help participants define a career goal and to develop and actualize a career plan. Structured classroom activities helped participants to choose an occupation that fitted their strengths and preferences and to identify and sequence the series of vocational environments (school and work) that would provide them with the experience they needed to enter a job of choice. Once the first environment was identified, the participant worked with a placement specialist to get access to and acceptance as a student or worker in a specific vocational setting. A detailed manual for this intervention is available (Danley, Hutchinson, & Restrepo-Toro, 1998).

As reported earlier (Unger et al., 1991), results of testing for proportional differences between baseline and end-point of intervention data showed that among 44 subjects for whom there were complete data, there was a significant increase in the percentage of students who became competitively employed (either part-time or full-time). There was also a significant increase in educational status among students. When the achievement of either an educational or vocational status was examined, there was a significant positive difference between baseline and end-point data. Analysis of available hospitalization data for a subset of 34 of the subjects showed a significant decrease in the number of hospitalizations that occurred during the first year of the intervention as compared to hospitalizations in the year before the intervention. Finally, using the Rosenberg self-esteem scale (Rosenberg, 1965), a paired samples t test showed a significant increase in mean self-esteem scores from baseline to end-point ($t = 43$). This scale is composed of 10 items that have Likert scaling response options of one through four.

The follow-up study reported on here posed the following question: how did the educational/vocational status, hospitalization rates, and self-esteem scores for this same group of students fare from 5 to 9 years post baseline and end-point of the intervention?

**Method**
An attempt was made to contact the same 50 students who originally participated in the program. Some students had maintained contact with the Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation after the intervention through various means. The majority were contacted by referring to earlier address files and listings of friends and family members who might know their whereabouts. In addition, extensive efforts were also made to locate and contact a group of students who did not receive the intervention but who were wait-listed at the time of services and could serve as a comparison group to the intervention students.

Once a current address or telephone number was ascertained, students were contacted by phone and mail and were requested to complete data collection forms. Two group sessions were also held for data collection. Most respondents came independently to the Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation to complete the forms, and several did so by telephone or mail. Each respondent received a $25 payment for participating in the data collection.

Data was collected from 1992 through 1994. The follow-up instruments consisted of the same Rosenberg self-esteem scale (Rosenberg, 1965) and a set of questions on educational/vocational status and demographics that were drawn from the original data collection forms. For some respondents who were unwilling to complete the entire set of instruments, we obtained key information on educational and vocational status. In addition, a quality of life interview (Lehman, 1988) was administered to the follow-up group.

**Results**
Of the original 50 students, we obtained data on 84% of the subjects. Thirty-six people completed the instruments, and 6 completed key information. Two persons refused to participate, and six were lost to follow-up. Locating and contacting the group of wait-listed students proved to be nearly impossible despite numerous and varied attempts, and so sufficient
data are not available for this group. Table 1 presents demographic and clinical data for three groups: the original 50-member career education program group (CEP), the follow-up group of 36 (CEPII), and a comparison group of a national sample of community support clients surveyed in 1984 (Mulkern & Mandercheid, 1989). Statistical tests showed little differences between the intervention group and the follow-up sample, except for self-reported diagnosis (greater follow-up members reported “other” diagnostic categories) and education (the follow-up sample had a greater number of people with post-high school education—a likely result of the intervention itself). As compared with a national group of psychiatric clients, the original intervention group differed in expected ways, given the nature of selection criteria, that is they were younger, and better educated, with a greater percentage reporting affective disorders rather than schizophrenia. A greater percentage of the intervention group had also been previously hospitalized.

**Outcomes for Vocational and Educational Status**

To conduct analyses, as much data were preserved as possible. All missing data for the follow-up group were coded as having no work or educational status, providing a conservative estimation of outcomes. Using the McNemar test for difference in proportions (Siegal & Catellan, 1988), a significant difference was maintained between the proportion of students who reported being currently employed at baseline data \((n = 7)\) and those who were working at the time of follow-up data collection \((n = 20, p < .005, N = 49)\). This difference was not apparent when testing between data collected at the end-point of the intervention and at follow-up \((p = .79, N = 43)\). These findings were repeated when analyzing differences between those who were either working, or in school, or a training program. A significant difference was found between those either working or in school from baseline \((n = 10)\) to follow-up \((n = 28, p < .005, N = 49)\) but this difference was not apparent when examining data between end-point and follow-up. Similarly, gains in educational or training status were observed between baseline data \((3 \text{ in school})\) and at follow-up \((10 \text{ in school, } p < .005, N = 50)\). However, there was a nearly significant decrease in the proportion of students who were in school or in a training program from the end-point of intervention \((n = 26)\) to the time of follow-up \((n = 10, p = .065, N = 50)\).

**Self-Esteem**

As measured by the Rosenberg self-esteem scale, mean self-esteem scores were compared for 35 students for whom data were available between baseline \((\text{mean } = 2.52)\) and follow-up \((\text{mean } = 2.80)\), and a significant difference was found in the positive direction \((t = 2.71, df = 34, p = .01)\). Again, this difference was not apparent when ex-

---

**Table 1—Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Young Adults with Severe Psychiatric Disabilities in the Career Education Program (CEP), in the Follow-up Study (CEPII), and in a National Comparison Group, in Percentages.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>CEP ((N=52))</th>
<th>CEPII ((N=36))</th>
<th>Community Support ((N=1,053))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post high school</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status(^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married or living with mate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (divorced, widowed)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic Category(^3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective disorder</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other or missing</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever Hospitalized(^4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Psychotropic Medication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) \(X^2 = 10.45, df = 2, p < .01, \text{ CEP subjects and community support group}\)

\(^2\) \(X^2 = 22.51, df = 2, p < .001, \text{ CEP subjects and community support group}\)

\(^3\) \(X^2 = 10.06, df = 2, p < .01, \text{ CEP subjects and community support group}\)

\(^4\) \(X^2 = 4.71, df = 1, p < .05, \text{ CEP subjects and community support group}\)
amining data between the end-point of intervention (mean = 2.59) and at follow-up for 32 students (mean = 2.76, t = 1.33, df = 31, p = .19).

**Hospitalization Rates**

Out of the 34 students for whom original hospitalization data were available, 29 provided follow-up data. For these 29 students, there was no significant change in hospitalization rates between the end-point of intervention and at follow-up, when using the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks test. However, there was a trend toward increased hospitalizations (z = -1.68, p = .092) at the time of follow-up.

Comparing data from the end-point of intervention to the follow-up year, there were 19 ties, 8 people had increased hospitalizations, and 2 people had decreased hospitalizations. In terms of admissions, 5 people had one or more hospital admissions during the year ending the intervention and 24 people had no admissions; while during the follow-up year, 11 people had one or more admissions and 18 had none. Difficulties in reconstructing data prevented testing the differences in hospitalization rates from the year before intervention to the time of follow-up.

**Quality of Life**

Using the Quality of Life Interview developed by Lehman (1988), self-reported perceived satisfaction scores were averaged for the 36 follow-up participants in six life domains. The scores were based on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (terrible) to 7 (delighted), with a score of 4 being "mixed," about equally satisfied and dissatisfied. Results were as follows: living situation (x = 4.74, SD = 1.37); leisure activities (x = 4.39, SD = 1.07); family relations (x = 4.59, SD = 1.49); social relations (x = 4.60, SD = 1.14); finances (x = 3.45, SD = 1.54); and personal safety (x = 4.46, SD = 1.63). These data were compared with normative data provided by Lehman for people with diagnosis of severe depression (the majority of this sample reported having affective disorders). No statistically significant differences were found between the samples in scores using a t-test for each domain.

For the 36 people who completed the Quality of Life Interview, the following vocational profile emerges. Twenty-one people reported working in the past year. Seven people had sporadic work in service-related positions. Five people held positions in health and human services. Retail positions accounted for another three people; two people were in clerical positions, and one was in a technical position. Three other positions were not described. An additional three people were employed in sheltered workshops. On average, those employed worked 22 hours per week, earning on average $158/week (n = 18). Their satisfaction with the job scored a mean 4.6 (on the 1–10 scale), with less satisfaction for the number of hours worked (3.9) and for the amount of pay (3.5). Twenty-two people reported receiving SSDI benefits, and 19 people also received rent supplements.

**DISCUSSION**

Overall, the findings of the follow-up show considerable evidence for the enduring positive effects of the CEP program. In particular, initial gains in vocational status, self-esteem scores, and a reduction in hospitalization rates were maintained as many as 9 years later. An exception to this was educational status where there were fewer numbers of students still enrolled in school at follow-up a number of years later. This is not an unexpected finding when one considers the natural occurrence of young adults completing their education after several years and then moving to employment. The trend toward increased hospitalization suggests that this is the least stable effect of the intervention, though people were succeeding in working even when hospitalization rates were somewhat increased.

Finally, we found that despite higher proportions of people working, the perceived quality of life was no different from that of a comparison group with similar diagnoses.

There are several weaknesses in this study, which suggest that findings should be interpreted with caution. The absence of a control group requires one to consider whether these gains might have been made by a similar group of students irrespective of the intervention. Also, the reduced sample at follow-up may suggest some bias among those who were locatable and willing to respond to the survey. However, the percent of original participants who were in the follow-up group (84%) is still high, promoting confidence in the findings. When one considers the long-term effect of the intervention, one must also take into account the likely effect of intermittent informal involvement in Center services and projects by many of the original participants.

Finally, these outcomes may only be generalizable to a like young adult population with significant psychiatric histories and a completed high school education.

In order to replicate the evidence for long-term positive outcomes of psychiatric vocational rehabilitation interventions, there is a clear need for additional longitudinal studies of this nature, particularly for ones that succeed in including a control group. The need for this kind of data in today's climate of managed care services is even more pressing. Our vexing problems in locating and gaining the participation of a wait-listed student body as many as 10 years after the fact has been enlightening. A prospective and proactive view must be taken at the outset of research projects to secure the cooperation of participants many years later. Building
in a longitudinal component, or at least the possibility of one, may be done by acquiring permission from participants, at the start of a program, to maintain contact with them after program conclusion. This can be done quite cheaply with semi-annual post cards to track changes of address. Such foresight will pay handsome dividends in the event that a longitudinal study is undertaken. Moreover, institutional review boards are increasingly requiring that permission to contact participants for follow-up studies must have been spelled out in the original informed consent process.

**Conclusions**

The original intervention was designed as a response to the need articulated by young adults with severe psychiatric disability for an age-appropriate vocational rehabilitation program. The program content, location, and process were selected to address the expressed preferences of this group for an alternative to existing day treatment and rehabilitation options. The psychiatric rehabilitation practitioners who delivered the intervention were clinically skilled and vocationally knowledgeable. The results indicate that participation in this program had both immediate and long-range personal and vocational benefits. This age group is still uniquely underserved by existing mental health and rehabilitation systems and underemployed in American society. Programs such as the Career Education Program may provide an attractive and effective alternative for assisting young adults with psychiatric disabilities to reclaim productive and preferred vocational roles.
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